Abstract-Application programming interfaces (APIs) continually evolve to meet ever-changing user needs, and documentation provides an authoritative reference for their usage. However, API documentation is commonly outdated because nearly all of the associated updates are performed manually. Such outdated documentation, especially with regard to API names, causes major software development issues. In this paper, we propose a method for automatically updating outdated API names in API documentation. Our insight is that API updates in documentation can be derived from API implementation changes between code revisions. To evaluate the proposed method, we applied it to four open source projects. Our evaluation results show that our method, FreshDoc, detects outdated API names in API documentation with 48% higher accuracy than the existing state-of-theart methods do. Moreover, when we checked the updates suggested by FreshDoc against the developers' manual updates in the revised documentation, FreshDoc addressed 82% of the outdated names. When we reported 40 outdated API names found by FreshDoc via issue tracking systems, developers accepted 75% of the suggestions. These evaluation results indicate that FreshDoc can be used as a practical method for the detection and updating of API names in the associated documentation.
INTRODUCTION
evelopers use application programming interfaces (APIs) extensively in software development. API documentation provides an authoritative reference regarding how APIs should be used. Changes regarding API implementations in popular libraries are common. In practice, API implementations change regularly to accommodate user needs [1] . The reasons for such changes include meeting new market demands, enhancing user experience, providing better performance, increasing compatibility and fixing security issues. Developers are advised to build their applications on top of the latest API versions. These API changes are commonly accompanied by updates of manually written documentation, which are typically extensive and tedious. As a result, the APIs in documentation references are frequently outdated [2] .
In this paper, we refer to this phenomenon as the outdated API problem. Due to this problem, developers can make programming errors and can be confronted with issues such as loss of time and confusion [3] [4] . The outdated API problem would require developers to overhaul their files and correct outdated API names manually every time their system is rebuilt with an updated API library, which is a tedious, time-consuming and error-prone process. If developers can use a tool that automatically detects and updates outdated API names in their documentation, it can significantly reduce the developers' time spent on manually updating their documentation as well as being confused by outdated APIs. Because nowadays software is developed more incrementally and the length of the delivery cycle for the next version of a software system is shortened (cf. [5] [6]), the value of such a tool is greater than ever.
In this paper, we address the outdated API problem with the following contributions:
1. We propose an automatic approach for the detection and updating of outdated API names in documentation.
2. We implement our approach as a tool, namely FreshDoc, and evaluate it with real-world software projects. The evaluation results show that our approach significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art approaches, DocRef and AdDoc, in the detection of outdated API names. Moreover, FreshDoc can provide developers with suggestions for updating outdated API names.
To automatically detect and update outdated API names, three challenges must be overcome. First, in manually written documentation, no consistent rules exist to distinguish API names from user-defined terms (e.g., Spatial4J). Second, code snippets provide insufficient source information for recovering qualified API names. Third, if the same names reappear in the latest version of the code and its revision histories, it is difficult to determine whether the API names are outdated. The underlying idea of FreshDoc is that an outdated API name can be detected and updated by knowing how the API implementation has been changed across its revisions in the code repository. To overcome these challenges, we developed FreshDoc based on a three-step approach. First, to translate API implementation changes into documentation updates, FreshDoc extracts change rules from the API implementation revisions and then applies the rules. The extracted change rules help distinguish outdated API names from user-defined terms and API names in third-party libraries. Second, to detect outdated API names in API documentation, FreshDoc checks whether the API names are in the revision history but not in the latest version of the library. This step prevents the API names in the latest version from being mistakenly regarded as outdated API names. Third, once FreshDoc has detected outdated API names in the documentation, the program utilizes the change rules for marking and updating outdated API names in the documentation. FreshDoc also uses heuristic rules for recommending new API names. Currently, FreshDoc can be applied to the manually written API documentation of Java projects that maintain their source code revision history in a Git repository.
We evaluated FreshDoc on the manually written documentation of four Java open source projects [7] [8] [9] [10] . The evaluation results show that FreshDoc performs well in the detection of outdated API names, with an F-measure of 60%. FreshDoc significantly outperforms the existing state-of-the-art methods DocRef [2] (6% F-measure) and AdDoc [12] (12% F-measure). Moreover, FreshDoc can update outdated API names with a high degree of accuracy, according to the results of two evaluations. In the first evaluation, we compared the FreshDoc updates with the developers' updates in the revised documentation for the four projects. We found that FreshDoc covered 60 of 73 manual updates. In the second evaluation, we posted the 40 suggestions made by FreshDoc to issue tracking systems. Of the 40 new API outdated problems that were reported, 30 were confirmed and fixed by developers within a few weeks after posting.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 shows motivating examples. Section 3 addresses challenges. Section 4 describes our method. Section 5 explains our experimental setup, and Section 6 presents the evaluation. Section 7 discusses the usefulness of our method. Section 8 surveys related work, and Section 9 discusses threats to validity. Section 10 concludes the paper.
MOTIVATION
This research was inspired by a communication between the first author of this paper and a test engineer in TTA 1 . The test engineer's job was to develop test cases according to a bunch of documentation provided by a company and conduct tests using them. However, when she reported test results, the company people often said that the documentation was out of date. The problem of outdated untrustworthy documentation has also been pointed out in literature: "Unfortunately, the documentation for most software systems is usually out-of-date and therefore cannot be trusted" [13] [14] .
Outdated documentation can result in poor software maintenance [15] [22] . First, outdated documentation causes software aging [17] . As changes are made to a software system, its documentation becomes increasingly outdated [18] . Due to the inconsistencies between code and documents, both the original developers and the developers who make changes may not understand the software system and the system becomes deteriorated [17] . Second, outdated documentation 1 TTA is Telecommunication Technology Association that tests and certifies IT products. https://www.tta.or.kr/eng/index.jsp 2 To automatically generate API documentation from code comments, the JavaDoc tool can be used. In such a case, when the code is refactored, Eclipse Integrated Development Environments (IDEs) can prefix names with specific annotations (e.g., @link) in comments [11] [19] . However, previous studies have pointed out the useless content of these automatically generated documentations. Maalej and hinders the effectiveness of documentation [19] [20] . One survey revealed that being up to date is the second important attribute for effective documentation [19] . Another revealed that outdated documentation can block developers from utilizing APIs [20] . Third, outdated documentation causes confusion [3] [21] : "Developers are usually confused if a method's behavior is different from what is expected on previous Android releases, [...] deleting public methods from APIs is a major trigger for questions that are more discussed and of major interest for the community" [3] . Last, outdated documentation inhibits newcomers from onboarding a software project [22] : "The information was outdated […] . So, at least as a newcomer, it was quite challenging to get past those errors" [22] . As a result, previous empirical studies have called for the identification and marking of outdated information in API documentation 2 [19] [20] [22] .
Worse yet, the presence of outdated API names in documentation often results in bugs, causing runtime errors and compilation errors. For example, an application developer who attempted to configure the Logback project by referring to the documentation reported a critical bug regarding the nonexistence of CyclicBufferTrackerImpl. This issue report included the java.lang.ClassNotFoundException, which was a runtime error [24] . Another application developer, who was confused by a code example in the Hibernate-orm documentation, reported a major bug regarding the nonexistence of Session. getSession. He found that the Session class does not include the getSession method. This example was a compilation error [25] . Both examples misled and frustrated the respective developers. Similar bugs are reported in [26] [27] [28] and in StackOverflow [29] [30] .
Outdated documentation is a common problem [14] [31] [32] [33] . Tilly et al. stated, "Regrettably, documentation for most older programs is out-of-date" [14] . Two surveys revealed that 67~68% of participants stated that the documentation related to their systems is outdated and stated, "documentation typically suffers from the outdated problems" [31] [32] . A recent survey reported that 93% of participants observed that incomplete or outdated documentation is a pervasive problem [33] . In addition, outdated API issues are pervasive. To identify documentation issues, we searched GitHub for the keyword "outdated API". By also using other keywords such as "obsolete class", we identified 752,636 issues, as shown in Table 1 . To understand the details, we surveyed the statistics of all issues, documentation issues and Robillard found that 50% of the content of automatically generated documentation provides no useful information [11] . Forward reported one participant's description: "[automated documentation tools] don't collect the right information" [19] . We have also observed that open-source projects must often manually maintain the written documentation that describes the API usages [7] [8][9] [10] . Thus, in this paper, we focus on manually written documentation and on how to update the outdated API names within it. Total 752,636 c denotes "class," m denotes "method," and f denotes "field." outdated API issues in the issue tracking systems of four projects, as indicated in Table 2 . Specifically, to identify documentation issues, we used the keyword "doc", the labels "docs" and "documentation" or the documentation component names of the projects. Table 2 presents the number of issues, the percentage of issues with a priority of "Major" or higher, and the average fixing time of the closed issues for three groups of issues. The numbers of outdated issues range from 45 to 846 in these projects, as shown in the third column from the right in Table 2 . We found these issues by using the three representative keywords in Table 1 . The percentages of issues classified as major issues were 69% for the Logback project and 98% for the Hibernate-orm project. We could not calculate the percentages of the major issues for the other two projects because their issue tracking systems do not have priority categories in the issue report. The average fixing time was between 21 and 522 days.
The manual detection and update of outdated APIs in documentation require a significant amount of effort [2] [23] . For example, the DOCUMENT section of Figure 1 contains outdated APIs. To discover these APIs, developers should examine API names in approximately 30,000 lines of API documentation per project (cf. Table 6 ). Developers who have been working on the project could 3 We do not consider grammatical/spelling mistakes such as "modes.The" or "follwoing" in documentation because they do not lead to the filing of bug reports, unlike the outdated APIs.
find outdated APIs with their expertise of the project. However, developers who are unfamiliar with the project may find difficulty to recognize outdated APIs. The process of updating manually written documentation can be especially exhausting after significant code refactoring. For example, an issue report suggesting a refactoring, "Refactoring accessors using only getters and setters" [34] , involved 15,078 code revisions in 839 classes. One month later, a contributor left the comment, "It breaks a lot of examples in the docs, on the mailing list and all over the Internet." Eight months after the comment was made, another contributor commented on missing documentation updates. The contributor noted the mixes of hits() and getHits(), as shown in the BUG REPORT section of Figure  1 , leading to subsequent updates [35] of search.asciidoc, as shown in the DOCUMENT section. The documentation updates occurred eight months after the relevant API implementation changes were made [36] , which are shown in the CODE section.
To ameliorate such a situation, this paper proposes an effective mechanism for automatically detecting outdated APIs and updating them in the associated documentation.
CHALLENGES
Our method leverages API implementation changes to detect outdated APIs in manually written documentation 3 . The method involves three technical challenges, which are discussed in detail in the following sections.
No Well-defined Documentation Rules
There are no well-defined rules by which APIs should be described in manually written documentation. Finding outdated APIs in such documentation is significantly more difficult than finding outdated APIs in autogenerated documentation due to the occurrences of many userdefined terms and other third-party APIs. Figure 2 shows a fragment of documentation for the Elasticsearch project [37] . The project contains multiple user-defined terms that are not APIs. For example, GeoShape and MultiSearch are titles, and Spatial4J is a library name. Therefore, even after removing the terms that match the latest target library's APIs from the documentation [2] , the remaining terms are mostly not outdated APIs. In addition, developers may include code snippets that invoke other third-party APIs. For example, the Elasticsearch documentation [7] refers to the writeValueAsBytes method, which is an API of another library, Jackson. It is challenging to distinguish outdated APIs from user-defined terms and third-party APIs.
Incomplete Source Information
Insufficient structural information of code snippets in API documentation introduces ambiguity when linking an API 
BUG REPORT
Refactoring accessors using only getters and setters #2657
We want to clean up the code and use only standard accessors (gettters and setters). So we remove old non standard accessors ... Just a comment on this -the java api doc (specifically using scrolls) on the elasticsearch site mixes hits() and getHits()...
DOCUMENT

Search.asciidoc
SearchResponse scrollResp = client.prepareSearch() .execute( Figure 3 shows a code snippet that contains the ExecutionContext class, which was renamed 10 years ago. Outdated APIs can be identified based on the API changes between the releases of source code [12] . However, the outdated APIs that were changed before these releases, but still exist in the documentation, would be missed.
A Series of Code Changes
A series of changes can occur to an API through multiple revisions. Because APIs can be deleted and created with the same name at different times and can be renamed multiple times, it is not straightforward to determine the correct API for replacing an outdated API. For example, the hits() method in Figure 1 was renamed to getHits(). If the method is renamed to getSearchHits(), the method hits() should be updated to getSearchHits() instead of getHits(). Moreover, the polymorphism in a class hierarchy can affect the updating of API names in the documentation. When an API has been deleted, we cannot be sure whether the API has been deleted or has been replaced by its parent. For example, if hits() is deleted, one should investigate whether the parent class has an API with the same name. Such complexity arises when determining the correct APIs for API updates.
THE FRESHDOC METHODOLOGY
We propose a method called FreshDoc. The method 4 Because renaming is the most common refactoring practice [43] , we primarily focus on the application of changes to code names.
automatically updates outdated API names in API documentation. The key idea of FreshDoc is to classify API names as outdated if they appear in the software revision history but not in the latest version of the library. In this section, we first introduce the definition and formulation of the key idea of FreshDoc and then explain the design and the steps of the method.
Definition and Formulation
An API evolves with the changes in its implementation. To address the API evolution, we first define relevant terms as follows.
Application Programming Interface (API): an interface representing a "contract" between a library and applications with regard to the functions that a library should provide to them.
API implementation: the code that implements an API. API element: a public class (including an interface), a public method (including its parameters) or a public field in a library.
API signature: the declaration part of an API element (including the parameters of a public method).
API name: a group of terms used to identify an API element (called name in this paper).
We then formulate the evolution of an API library implementation as follows. Let a revision history be RH, the set of changes in the entire library's revision history be '( and the set of changes to evolve the library from version k-1 to version k be '( ( ). A change in '( ( ) can be represented as a pair ( -./ , -) of two implementation states of an API element , where -./ and -are the states just before and just after the change, respectively.
The evolution of API implementation can be used to detect the existence of an outdated API name in documentation. Hence, we define the following relevant terms.
Documentation: a set of documents (i.e., computer files) that describe the API usages of a library.
Word: a single distinct meaningful element used to form a sentence or a statement in a document.
Qualified name: an unambiguous name with a namespace. In Java, for example, a "qualified name" consists of a sequence of identifiers separated by "." tokens. In the case of a method, the "qualified name" includes the parameters of the method.
Simple name: a nonqualified name without a namespace. A "simple name" consists of a single identifier. In the case of a method, a "simple name" does not include parameters.
In API documentation, an API becomes outdated when its documented usage is inconsistent with its current implementation. We formulate a criterion for identifying the outdated API names in documentation as follows. Let the set of API names that are in the revision history be '( and the set of API names in the latest version be w . Let the name 4 of an API element in the documentation be . . If
. is found in the library's revision history but not in the latest version, then . is outdated. This criterion can be expressed as follows:
. . ∈ '( ∧ . ∉ > ( 1) An API name should be updated to avoid inconsistency with the change in its implementation. Let the set of name changes from version k-1 to version k be '( ( ). 
So far, we have discussed two criteria for detecting the existence of outdated API names (C1) and for updating the detected inconsistency (C2). However, in the criteria, the name . is simplified. The name should be refined to the simple name . and the qualified name . . In the criterion C1, the first name . should be the simple name . in the documentation. The second and third occurrences of . should be the qualified name . in the revision history. The simple name . should be recovered to the qualified name . . In C2, the name . represents the qualified name . .
To accurately detect outdated API names, we consider three issues associated with the recovery of . to . . First, to utilize structural information of code snippets for the recovery, we must accurately extract the code snippets from the documentation. Second, to avoid mistaking natural language words or user-defined terms for API names, we must distinguish among them. Third, to accurately apply C1 and C2, we must associate . with its correct . . Section 4.2 discusses the design strategies implemented in FreshDoc, including the details of the aforementioned issues.
Design Strategies for FreshDoc
An overview of FreshDoc is presented in Figure 4 . The first step automatically extracts the change rules from software revision histories (cf. Section 4.3). The second step extracts the code snippets from the documentation and analyzes the snippets to recover the qualified names (cf. Section 4.4). The third step detects any outdated API names in the documentation and then updates the outdated API names using the change rules (cf. Section 4.5).
FreshDoc addresses the challenges described in Section 3 as follows. To overcome the problem of missing welldefined documentation rules (cf. Section 3.1), FreshDoc checks whether each word in the documentation matches any API names in '( as potential API names (cf. Section 4.5.1). In more detail, to distinguish API names from natural language words or user-defined terms, FreshDoc utilizes naming convention, programming symbols and change rules (cf. Section 4.5.1.1). To detect outdated API names in documentation, FreshDoc checks each word with the context of the word and the extracted change rules and associates the simple name . with its qualified name . (cf. Section 4.5.1.2). By utilizing the context and the rules, FreshDoc associates the simple name . with its qualified name . . As a result, it is possible to exclude the userdefined terms that are not API names as well as to detect the APIs named after legitimate dictionary words, in contrast with DocRef [2] .
To overcome the incomplete source information (cf. Section 3.2), FreshDoc extracts code snippets from documentation and recovers the qualified names of the API elements in the snippets (cf. Section 4.5). To extract code snippets from documentation, FreshDoc identifies the characteristics of code snippets, text blocks, and the context of a line (cf. Section 4.4.1). To recover the qualified names in code snippets, FreshDoc analyzes each code snippet based on the change rules and the structural information extracted from '( (cf. Section 4.4.2). It compensates for insufficient structural information and finally helps to detect the archaic and outdated API names in code snippets. With the set of recovered qualified names of code snippets, FreshDoc selects the most appropriate qualified name for each code element in a code snippet (Section 4.5.1).
To update API names induced by a series of code changes (cf. Section 3.3), FreshDoc extracts not only change rules [47] [48] [49] but also class hierarchies and structural information (cf. Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2). In addition, extracting a series of code changes from the entire revision history eliminates the restriction that a user must specify the versions of a library, in contrast to AdDoc [12] . When updating API names, FreshDoc recursively applies the change rules to outdated API names. (Section 4.5.2).
As quality requirements for FreshDoc, we consider accuracy, performance, and simplicity. We make the following decisions: (1) To yield a reasonable accuracy, we devise techniques of extracting code snippets (Section 4.4.1), detecting outdated API names with change rules (Section 4.5.1) and updating API names (Section 4.5.2).
(2) To yield a reasonable performance, we decide not to extract the entire source code from each revision or use natural language parsers [44] [2] .
(3) To simplify the process of updating API names, when . appears in several changes in the history RH, we retain the latest change of . (cf. Section 4.3.3). In addition, to select the qualified name from among the possible list of qualified names, Dagenais and Robillard's work [12] performs three different levels of contextual searches. To perform different contextual searches in one shot, we devise a single contextual distance function (cf. Section 4.5.1). The function simplifies the selection of the qualified Step 2. Detect APIs from Code Snippets
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name for w in the context of the documentation.
Step 1: Extracting Change Rules
To extract the change rules from code revisions, our method combines two previous methods, i. 
Mining Revisions
FreshDoc extracts the change rules from all revisions. A change rule, denoted cr, represents how an API name is changed to a new name. The rule can be expressed as a 3-tuple, i.e., cr = (T, L à R), where T represents the committed revision, L the outdated qualified name, and R the new qualified name. For example, the hits() method in Figure 1 can be expressed as follows: 
getHits())
A change rule cr can have three different cases:
• (T, L à R): An API name is changed to another.
These three cases can be associated with the corresponding actions. For example, when an API element is added, cr has the change case (T, f à R). If the API element is renamed, moved or replaced, cr has the change case (T, L à R). If the API element is deleted, cr has the change case (T, L à f).
However, when an API element is deprecated, its comment can specify the new API element to replace it with a specific annotation (e.g., @link). In this situation, the deprecation action will have the case (T, L à R).
Subsequently, if the API element is deleted and the previous deprecation action has the case (T, L à R), it will be better to preserve the case. In this situation, the deletion action will retain the case (T, L à R).
In addition, alterations to modifiers and annotations affect the use of API names. An API name can be used when it is public and undeprecated: (T, f à R). An API name is dropped when it becomes private or deprecated:
FreshDoc extracts change rules according to the three cases, the nine actions and the three code types (i.e., class, method and field) as specified in Table 3 . To extract change rules, FreshDoc uses Git, ChangeDistiller, and Call Analysis in order, with regard to a change set CRH(k). Table  3 presents these cases of change rules, their associated actions, and the extraction methods. We explain the details in the following subsections.
Using Git Features
Using Git [52] , FreshDoc detects the addition, deletion, renaming and moving of files in a change set CRH(k). FreshDoc extracts change rules for the classes, methods and fields within the files. To do so, FreshDoc performs the two following steps: (1) Extract added or deleted classes, methods and fields from an added or deleted file, and create the change rules. (2) Extract renamed or moved classes, methods and fields from a renamed or moved file using the Git renaming detection function, and create the change rules. Note that renaming and moving files are similar functions. When a file is moved, the qualified name of an API element within the file changes.
Adapting ChangeDistiller
FreshDoc uses ChangeDistiller [51] to identify the change patterns of the modified contents of a changed file. Table 3 shows that FreshDoc uses the 18 change patterns of ChangeDistiller to create change rules. For example, the fourth row from the top in the table shows that FreshDoc uses the additional functionality pattern for an added method. The fourth row from the bottom shows that FreshDoc adapts the decreasing accessibility pattern for a deprecated class, method or field.
FreshDoc adapts ChangeDistiller. The adaptation is summarized in the last column of Table 3 . First, we modified the decreasing accessibility patterns to detect insertions of deprecated annotations. In this case, we found a new qualified name R using doc insert and update patterns (). Second, we modified the increasing accessibility patterns to detect deletions of deprecated annotations (). Third, we modified the parameter insert, order, type change and delete patterns to identify both the outdated qualified name L and the new qualified name R in the parameter changes (). Fourth, we combined the removed functionality and statement insert/update patterns to detect replacements (). The adapted ChangeDistiller can be found in [53] . The adaptation enriches ChangeDistiller to identify code changes, such as detecting the annotation changes concerning API elements.
Performing Lightweight Call Analysis
FreshDoc Using a simple name enhances the performance of Call Analysis. However, because simple names are used, our analysis could yield inaccurate call relationships. Therefore, to maintain high accuracy, the analysis uses a threshold qa, the minimum number of calls. If the number of calls that change s to t is less than qa (i.e., 3), our analysis ignores the replacement. There could also be several candidates of t that replace s. If so, the analysis chooses the one that has the most similar name to s. To avoid extracting inaccurate change rules, the analysis maintains another threshold qb. If the similarity value is less than qb (i.e., 0.5), our analysis ignores the replacement. Finally, the analysis creates change rules for additional method replacements.
Extracting Structural Information
Because the code snippet analysis to be discussed in Section 4.4.2 requires additional structural information, FreshDoc implements a method that extracts the related type of each API element. As shown in Table 4 , the related types vary with the code type: the return type for a method and the declared type for a field. For a class, the related type specifies whether it is a class or an interface.
Each change rule has its own code type and related type. For example, the change rule of the API name org. elasticsearch.action.search.SearchResponse.hits() has its code type Method and its related type SearchHits.
Analyzing the Latest Version and Its Class Hierarchy
The change rules mined in Section 4.3.1 do not provide sufficient information for the detection of outdated API names because the API names in documentation may be the API names of the latest version of the library. For example, five API elements of the latest version of the Elasticsearch project have the simple name hits() in Figure  1 . To prevent the change rules from being mistakenly applied to the up-to-date API names in the documentation, FreshDoc extracts the API information from the latest version. This extraction is accomplished by performing a three-step analysis:
(1) Extract all of the API names from each class c of the latest version of the library. Each qualified name n.e is captured by a change rule in the form (f, L à f). 
Storing and Indexing Change Rules
FreshDoc stores all of the extracted change rules, denoted CR, in a database. Each rule cr is also labeled with a tag representing a change action (e.g., Renamed). A change rule extracted from the latest version is labeled with a tag "Latest". FreshDoc also stores the structural information (cf. Section 4.3.1.4) and the class hierarchical information (cf. Section 4.3.2). FreshDoc maintains a primary key PK by applying the following rules:
if cr has no L Overwrite PK | if cr has PK that exists in the database
To improve search performance, FreshDoc creates an index on CR. An index holds a simple name with a list of qualified names. FreshDoc identifies the simple name of a primary key PK as an index and adds PK to the list of qualified names. FreshDoc indexes all change rules, except the change rules labeled Private, because they are not API elements.
As an intermediate evaluation, we analyzed 226,166 change rules extracted from the Elasticsearch project [30] . The change rules with the "Deleted" tags accounted for 42% of all the change rules. The change rules with "Latest" accounted for 29%, the change rules with "Renamed" 17%, the change rules with "Added" 10%, the change rules with "Replace" 1%, and the others less than 1%. This result This article has been accepted for publication in a future issue of this journal, but has not been fully edited. Content may change prior to final publication. indicates two points of improvement. First, the change rules with the "Deleted" tags account for a higher percentage than we expected. The functionality of many deleted API elements are alternatively provided by other API elements. Second, the change rules with the "Added" tags account for approximately 10% of all the change rules. Theoretically, these rules should not exist at the end of
Step 1 because these rules should have been overwritten by the change rules with the "Latest" tags if they existed in the latest version.
Step 2: Detecting APIs from Code Snippets
Step 2 consists of the substep of extracting code snippets from documentation (Section 4.4.1) and the substep of recovering the qualified names in code snippets (Section 4.4.2).
Extracting Code Snippets
This section suggests a metric for determining whether a line belongs to a code snippet by checking the characteristics of the line itself and its context. To extract code snippets, DocRef [2] identifies paragraphs by the <p> html tags and checks whether each paragraph is a code snippet by calculating the ratio of natural language errors and counts punctuation marks. However, there are no general marks to identify paragraphs (e.g., <p>) in manually written documentation. Thus, we let FreshDoc identify lines by a line delimiter and check a document d line by line. FreshDoc analyzes the characteristics of code snippets, the characteristics of text blocks and the context of each line. The characteristics of code snippets cs and the characteristics of text blocks tb are defined as follows.
(1) cs is the set of the characteristics of code snippets in a line. The characteristics comprise natural language errors [2] , code-related marks (e.g., ";", "(", ")", "=", "{", "}", "+" and space dots " ."), reserved words (e.g., abstract, and boolean) and comments (e.g., //). To count natural language errors, FreshDoc uses the number of spelling errors found by Eclipse Spell Checker [46] .
(2) tb is the set of characteristics of text blocks in a line. The characteristics comprise the spaces between words, text-related marks (e.g., "<<", ">>", and "==") and html file expressions (e.g., ".html"). The use of the spaces between words was motivated by our observation that sentences in text descriptions usually connect one word to another by using a space. The text-related marks were markup tags used mainly for titles in AsciiDoc 5 .
By combining all of the characteristics of a line, FreshDoc calculates the following metric:
where |words| is the number of words in a line. In the metric, the number of |cs| is doubled based on our empirical experiment. If the v1 value is greater than a threshold qc, FreshDoc regards the line as belonging to a code snippet. For example, in the statement in Figure 1 , "SearchResponse scrollResp = client.prepareSearch(). execute().actionGet();", |cs| is 12, |tb| is 3, and |words| is 6. In this case, the value v1 becomes 3. This extraction technique correctly classified 97% (4,243/4,385) of the lines in the documentation of Elasticsearch [7] . Only 142 lines (3%) of the text descriptions were misclassified as code snippets. FreshDoc is robust to misclassification of lines because of its two-step analysis. Even if FreshDoc fails to identify API names in the lines misclassified as code snippets in Step 2 (Section 4.4.2), it re-identifies API names in these lines as text in
Step 3 (Section 4.5.1).
Analyzing Code Snippets
FreshDoc analyzes and recovers the qualified names of the API elements used in each code snippet. Note that code snippets are usually partial programs and may not be compiled [2] [54] . To address this situation, we leverage an island grammar parser ANTLR [55] to conduct lexical and syntactic analyses of code snippets.
For ANTLR, we define the grammar of code snippets based on the existing Java grammar 6 , in which class/interface declarations, method declarations or block statements are considered to be code snippets. We then identify the types of tokens in code snippets. We only need to recover the qualified names of three types of API tokens: class/interface, method and field. For example, in Figure 1 , the method token hits and the field token length are API tokens, whereas the variable token scrollResp and the Java keyword token break are not. After identifying the API tokens in the code snippets, FreshDoc recovers their qualified names by using the following three rules:
(R1) Given a class/interface token, FreshDoc selects the old qualified names whose indexes exactly match this token (cf. Section 4. (R3) Given a field token, FreshDoc extracts the class/interface to which the field belongs. FreshDoc adopts a strategy similar to R2 to bind the field's type and matches its qualified name.
Using the three rules, FreshDoc shortlists the possible qualified names of API tokens in the code snippets. When applying R2 and R3, FreshDoc typically analyzes each expression from left to right. Given an expression client.prepareSearch().execute().actionGet() in Figure 1 , FreshDoc first identifies the class of the client instance, then traces the prepareSearch() method of the class, and next traces the execute() method of the return type of prepareSearch().
However, in some expressions, the types of variables or fields may be unknown. In the example, if the class of client is unknown, FreshDoc first obtains a candidate set of API names matching prepareSearch, leverages the return type of each candidate API element and further infers the remaining part of the expression. If the whole expression of a given candidate API element can be correctly resolved, the qualified name of each API element in the expression can be resolved. Otherwise, the given candidate API element is invalid, and FreshDoc continues to verify the next candidate.
Note that the origination of all outdated API names which are found in an expression of a code snippet should be found in the revision history. In Figure 1 , based on R2, FreshDoc binds SearchResponse to the method hits(). By checking the change rules, FreshDoc then finds SearchResponse. hits() and recovers the qualified name org.elasticsearch.action.search.SearchResponse.hits().
Step 3: Updating API Names in Documentation
Step 3 consists of the substep of detecting outdated API names (Section 4.5.1) and the substep of updating API names (Section 4.5.2).
Detecting Outdated API names
To detect outdated API names in a document, FreshDoc checks each word with the context of the word and the change rules (Section 4.5.1.1). If the word in the document is potentially an API name, FreshDoc recovers the qualified name using the change rules (Section 4.5.1.2). If the qualified name is outdated, FreshDoc regards the API name that corresponds to the word as outdated (Section 4.5.1.3).
Identifying a Potential API Name
FreshDoc reads each word w from the document d. FreshDoc then checks whether w is a potential API name. If so, FreshDoc finds the possible qualified names for w, referring to the change rules CR. The steps are as follows:
(1) Check whether w is a potential API name based on naming conventions and programming symbols. If there is an uppercase in w, '.' immediately before w, or '(' immediately after w, then w is a potential API name. FreshDoc also distinguishes between code types (i.e., class, method and field). For example, because the word "hits()" has '(' immediately after "hits", FreshDoc regards the code type of hits() as a method. These steps help address the lack of a set of well-defined documentation rules (cf. Section 3.1).
Step 1 differentiates API names from natural language words.
Step 2 excludes user-defined terms by referring to change rules.
Selecting the Qualified Name
FreshDoc selects the qualified name for w in the context of a document. To select the qualified name from a set of candidates, FreshDoc first splits a qualified name into identifiers, creates two vectors for the qualified name and the target document, and calculates the cosine similarity:
where vector A represents the qualified name and the second vector B represents the document that contains the identifiers of the qualified name. Each element of A represents each identifier of the qualified name. The length of B is the number of identifiers.
Through the values of two vectors and their similarity metric, FreshDoc implements the following rules:
(R1) The earlier an identifier is in its qualified name, the more general the namespace it represents becomes. The identifier's impact should be reduced.
(R2) If an identifier contains an uppercase letter, it may indicate a class, which should take precedence over its package. The identifier's impact should be amplified.
(R3) The greater the number of identifiers in a document is, the more likely the qualified name would be selected.
For R1, the number i is assigned to the ith element of A. For R2, if an element represents an identifier with an uppercase letter, its value is doubled. For R3, an element of B is set to i´ j where j is the number of occurrences of the corresponding element (i.e., identifier) in the document. FreshDoc then measures the distance between w and each identifier that is closest to w and calculates the proximity metric:
where DS is the length of the document and D is the averaged distance of identifiers in a qualified name.
Through the value of D and the proximity metric, FreshDoc implements the following rules:
(R4) The closer an identifier is to the location of w, the more likely the qualified name would be selected.
(R5) If an identifier is not in the document, the distance is set to the length of the document. This 100, 100, 100, 4, 0] . Finally, the average distance is calculated, which is 40. In this case, the proximity value becomes 0.6.
Based on the similarity and proximity values, FreshDoc calculates a metric for each qualified name as follows. v2 = similarity ´ proximity (E5) FreshDoc selects a qualified name that has the largest v2 value as the most appropriate qualified name for w in the context of the document.
Based on our empirical observations, we made three adjustments. First, in the proximity metric, we amplified the impact of an identifier that has an uppercase letter (R5) by multiplying its distance by 5. In this case, the distance value for SearchResponse in our example becomes 20. We experimented with numbers ranging from 2 to 10 and selected 5 because we observed that when we used a multiplier smaller than 5, FreshDoc misses some outdated API names. Second, we filtered out the qualified names that have a proximity value less than a threshold qd (i.e., 0.6). To find an appropriate threshold, we experimented with v2, similarity and proximity metrics. For each metric, we set the initial threshold value to 0.5, increased or decreased the value by 0.1, and checked the experimental results. Finally, we determined the proximity value 0.6 as the threshold qd. Third, we considered rule R6: (R6) If a qualified name has the tag "Latest", it takes precedence over the other qualified names. The name's impact should be amplified.
We amplified the impact of a qualified name that has a tag of "Latest" by doubling the final value v2. All of the adjustments were made to the latest version of the documentation for the Elasticsearch project [7] .
Filtering the Qualified Name
Even if a qualified name is selected for w, it could be a mismatch. The word w could be a legitimate dictionary word (e.g., Function, Percent, etc.) or a library name (e.g., JTS) in the context of the document. Thus, FreshDoc should strictly check the possibility of the selected name to be the name for w. FreshDoc checks whether the package name and the class name are included in the document. If not, FreshDoc filters out the selected name and skips w.
Determining the Outdated Name
FreshDoc determines whether the qualified name for w is outdated. If the selected name is outdated, FreshDoc recognizes w as an outdated API name. If the name belongs to the declaration of the API names of other libraries that the target library partially contains, FreshDoc can exclude them by setting up the pattern of a qualifier.
Updating API names
To update an API name, FreshDoc examines the change rule of the selected name and replaces the API name according to the tags of the change rules, as described in Table 5 . For example, if the tag for org.elasticsearch.action. search.SearchResponse.hits() is Replace, the simple name hits() is replaced by the simple name getHits() of org.elasticsearch.action.search.SearchResponse.getHits().
Updating API Names by Change Rules
When an outdated API name in documentation has several changes through the revision history, FreshDoc recursively applies the change rules to outdated API names, as indicated in the algorithm shown in Figure 7 . Given an outdated name L (i.e., . -./ ), FreshDoc finds its new name R (i.e., . -) by applying the update rules in Table 5 (i.e., '( ( . -./ )).
Once R has been obtained, FreshDoc checks whether the name R belongs to the latest version > . If so, FreshDoc stops the search and returns the name R. If not, the new name R (i.e., . -) becomes the name to replace an outdated name L and FreshDoc recursively finds the new qualified name to update L. Whenever R becomes f, FreshDoc makes suggestions, as described in Section 4.5.2.2. If the simple names of L and R are the same at the end of the search, FreshDoc does not make an update.
FreshDoc generates a report and a document. The generated report is a list of outdated API names with updating information. The information provides the name of the document, the line numbers where the outdated API name exists, the words changed and the change rules applied, as demonstrated by the following example: <del>hits</del><ins>getHits </ins> The generated report enables users to inspect the findings produced by FreshDoc one by one and update their document. The generated document saves this step when users accept all the findings.
Suggesting API Names
To update API names, change rules must be utilized. However, more than half of the change rules are found to have no new qualified name. To compensate for it, we developed a suggestion technique. Terragni et al. reported that developers tend to write code snippets using API elements from the same library package or class [56] . Using this and other heuristics, FreshDoc makes suggestions for new API names.
When a new name R is f, FreshDoc finds new API names to replace the outdated API name, as shown in Figure 7 . To select the candidate API names, the following heuristic rules are applied:
(R1) The candidate API elements belong to the same library package as the outdated API element or its sub packages.
(R2) The API elements have the same code type as the outdated API element.
(R3) The API elements belong to the latest version of the library.
(R4) The names of the API elements are similar to the name of the outdated API element; the names of both share the same word.
To identify each word composing an API name in R4, FreshDoc uses the CamelCase naming convention. FreshDoc splits the API name into one or more words by regarding each uppercase of the API name as the beginning letter of a new word. For example, AvgBuilder is split into Avg and Builder. FreshDoc then checks whether one of the words composing each API name matches that of the outdated API name. For example, because AvgBuilder and the outdated API name MetricsAggregationBuilder have the word Builder in common, AvgBuilder would be the candidate API. FreshDoc next ranks the candidate API names by counting the number of occurrences of the words composing each API name in the document. The similarity is calculated as follows. 7 Trending, https://github.com/trending/java?since=monthly
where A is a vector whose length is the number of words of the simple API name, and all of its elements are set to 1; B is a vector whose length is the same as that of A, and its elements are the numbers of occurrences of the words of A in the document. 
Systems for Evaluation
We selected systems for evaluation based on the following criteria. First, such systems should be active, Java-based, open source projects. We selected projects with more than 50 contributors, which implies that the projects are not trivial but interesting to many people. Second, the projects should maintain an issue tracking system so that we can report outdated documentation issues. Third, the projects should maintain manually written documentation as a part of the software revision histories. This requirement allows us to investigate the manual updates of API documentation for RQ3. To select such projects, we first looked into trending projects in GitHub 7 , starting with the top-ranked project. We then checked whether the project has an issue tracking system and maintains its documentation in its revision histories.
As a result, four projects from the GitHub site were selected [37] [38] [39] [40] . Table 6 presents the subject information. The subject section presents the projects and their latest versions. For example, the latest version of the Elasticsearch project was 6.0.0-beta2. The source code We could not find well-defined structures governing the format and contents of the manually written documentation. The documentation of Elasticsearch and Spring-boot is prepared using wiki markups. Hibernateorm's was prepared in XML and ADOC. Logback's is in HTML. The documentation uses different marks to distinguish among code snippets (e.g., dashes, pre-tags and programlisting tags with CDATA). The contents not only describe the API usages but also explain the configurations. The documentation does not describe API declarations that autogenerated documentation (e.g., JavaDoc) would typically describe.
Measurements
Based on the differences between API documentation versions and our manual inspection of the latest version, we obtained true positives (tp), false positives (fp) and false negatives (fn) of the number of outdated API locations. We calculated the precision (P), recall (R) and F-measure (F) as follows:
Procedure
Evaluation of RQ1
RQ1 evaluates the effectiveness of detecting outdated API names in documentation. RQ1 is important because it is a prerequisite for updating outdated API names. To assess the effectiveness of FreshDoc, we compare it with the two state-of-the-art methods DocRef [2] and AdDoc [12] in terms of the detection accuracy. The three techniques proposed different criteria for the detection of outdated API names in their documentation. DocRef detects an API name e in the documentation as an error (e.g., an outdated API name), when the API name e is neither in the latest version of the library nor declared in its documentation [2] . AdDoc detects an API name e in the documentation as a removed API name (i.e., an outdated API name) when e is linked to one of the code elements that have been removed between two versions [12] . FreshDoc detects an API name e in the documentation as an outdated API name when e is not in the latest version but in the software revision history.
We reimplemented DocRef and AdDoc because we are not able to utilize the original tools directly. DocRef [2] was not available online, and the authors also confirmed that the code was not available. AdDoc [12] was available online, but it was outmoded in the given configuration. Thus, we implemented AdDoc's algorithm, especially Algorithm 4 in [12] . In our reimplementation, we focused on the differences between mechanisms, not on minor differences. For example, DocRef uses <pre> or <p> tags to extract code snippets. However, in the manually written documentation, it is difficult to extract code snippets by using these tags. Therefore, we used our improved method of extracting code snippets in the DocRef implementation. The details are irrelevant to the criteria, as described above.
To measure the detection accuracies of DocRef [2] , AdDoc [12] and FreshDoc, we applied them to the latest versions of the documentation of the systems in Table 6 . For example, we ran our DocRef implementation over the 6.0.0-beta2 version of the Java API documentation of the Elasticsearch project [7] and obtained documentation errors. We then evaluated whether the documentation errors are outdated API names. The detailed procedure used to study RQ1 was as follows:
(1) We ran each tool to detect outdated API names in the documentation of a subject and obtained their reports. (2) We first investigated the documentation and verified whether the reported API names refer to code elements. (3) If the reported API names refer to code elements in the documentation, we then searched the code elements in the latest version of the project and verified whether the elements exist. (4) If the elements were found not to exist, we regarded them as outdated API names. To reconfirm our finding, we manually searched for the elements in Google and examined whether there were discussions on the outdatedness of the API elements.
We also checked them in the revision histories. (5) Because it is infeasible to manually detect outdated API names among numerous API names in the documentation, we collected all of the outdated API elements detected by the three tools and regarded the collection as truths. (6) Using the grep tool, we searched each API name of the collection in the documentation and expanded the set of truths. We used the three metrics described in Section 5.3. In the metrics, the denominator of P (i.e., tp + fp) is the number of outdated API names reported by each tool. The denominator of R (i.e., tp + fn) is the number of truths. The numerator of P and R (i.e., tp) is the number of outdated APIs reported by each tool and confirmed to be outdated by the set of truths.
Evaluation of RQ2
RQ2 evaluates the effectiveness of updating API names in documentation. This is a novel capability of FreshDoc. Because DocRef [2] and AdDoc [12] cannot update API names, we have no comparable tools for RQ2. We performed two evaluation steps to assess RQ2:
First, we calculated how precisely FreshDoc identified change rules for the outdated API names.
(1) We let FreshDoc update the documentation of each subject and obtained the document updates. (2) We examined the report generated in Section 4.5.2.
Because the report included the qualified names recovered from the simple names in documentation, we manually verified whether the outdated API names found in Section 5.4.1 are correctly associated with the appropriate qualified names. (3) Once the simple name in documentation was fp tp This article has been accepted for publication in a future issue of this journal, but has not been fully edited. Content may change prior to final publication. Citation information: DOI 10.1109/TSE.2019.2901459, IEEE Transactions on Software Engineering recovered to the appropriate qualified name, we determined that we identified a correct change rule. In the calculation, the denominator of P (i.e., tp + fp) is the number of outdated API names identified by FreshDoc and confirmed to be outdated by the set of truths. The numerator of P (i.e., tp) is the number of change rules correctly identified.
Second, we calculated how many API names were correctly replaced with new ones. (4) We traced the changes of API names in the revision history and checked the changes from the outdated API names to new API names. (5) We verified whether the new API names exist in the latest version. If the API names exist, we decided that the updates are correct. If not, we decided that the updates are incorrect. In the calculation, the denominator of P (i.e., tp + fp) is the same as the previous denominator. The numerator of P (i.e., tp) is the number of API names correctly replaced with new API names. Because we did not have a set of truths for RQ2, we only calculated the precision metric.
Evaluation of RQ3
RQ3 compares the updates suggested by FreshDoc with the human updates found in the documentation revisions. Because each project includes its documentation folder in the revision history, we can identify developers' manual updates through the revisions of the documentation. We treated the manual updates as the ground truths. Based on these manual updates, we evaluated the effectiveness of FreshDoc. This evaluation supplements the evaluations of RQ1 and RQ2, which only used the latest version of documentation and thus had no ground truths.
For this evaluation, we selected multiple versions of documentation from the base version to the latest version of each project shown in Table 7 . For example, we selected the versions from 5.0.0 to 6.0.0-beta2 of the Elasticsearch project. We then adopted the following procedure: (1) We created a tool to analyze differences between the multiple versions of the documentation. The tool extracts the differences related to code changes by checking whether the changed content includes simple API names. (2) We reviewed the generated list of changes, manually excluded minor differences (e.g., typos and polishing) and created the list of ground truth updates. (3) We ran FreshDoc over the base version of API documentation (e.g., the Java API documentation version 5.0.0 of the Elasticsearch project). We obtained the document updates of FreshDoc. (4) Based on the list of ground truth updates, we evaluated whether FreshDoc correctly updated the outdated API names. The ground truths of the outdated API documentations we used in the evaluation are available online [57] . Table 7 presents the number of manual updates found among documentation versions. For example, we found 31 manual updates between the versions of the Elasticsearch project. We conducted this evaluation for the projects that have API updates as specified in Table 7 .
We applied the three metrics in Section 5.3 to this evaluation, conducted based on the past versions. In the metrics, the denominator of P (i.e., tp + fp) is the number of outdated API names reported by FreshDoc in past versions. The denominator of R (i.e., tp + fn) is the number of ground truths. The numerator of P and R (i.e., tp) is the number of reported API names confirmed as outdated by the set of ground truths.
Evaluation of RQ4
RQ4 collects developers' responses to the FreshDoc suggestions. The developers, who are knowledgeable about the projects, could accept or reject the suggestions. They could also regard the suggestions as major or minor. Through their responses, we determined whether the FreshDoc suggestions are useful to developers in practice. We adopted the following procedure: (1) To avoid burdening developers, we decided to report the true positives that we identified from the previous evaluations (cf. Sections 5.4.1 and 5.4.2). (2) We regarded the outdated API names appearing in multiple locations in the documentation to be more important than the API names appearing in one location. We thus decided to report the API names appearing in multiple locations. (3) We posted the FreshDoc suggestions to the issue tracking systems and gathered the developers' feedback. We repeated this evaluation several times because the documentation and the source code of each project evolved through our research period. We reported our findings in several versions of the projects shown in Table 6 .
Evaluation of RQ5
RQ5 asks about the time performance of FreshDoc. We measured the time required to complete each step of FreshDoc per project using a computer with a 3.7-GHz processor, 32 GB of SDRAM and 512 GB of flash storage. 
EVALUATION RESULTS
Accuracy of Detecting Outdated APIs
This section reports the accuracies of DocRef, AdDoc and FreshDoc in the detection of outdated API names. Table 8 shows the results. For example, for the Elasticsearch project, 11 true positives (#T) were found by the three tools. DocRef reported 85 outdated API names (#P). Among them, 4 were true positives (#TP). Therefore, the precision of DocRef was 0.05 (P). Because 7 of 11 were not found (#FN), DocRef's recall was 0.36 (R). Likewise, AdDoc reported 17 outdated API names for the Elasticsearch project, 4 of which were determined to be true positives. Therefore, the precision and recall of AdDoc were 0.24 and 0.36, respectively. FreshDoc reported 7 outdated API names, 6 of which were determined to be true positives. The precision and recall of FreshDoc were 0.86 and 0.55, respectively. In total, DocRef reported 3372 outdated API names, 99 of which were true positives. As a result, DocRef achieved 3% precision and 50% recall, as shown in the last row of Table 8 . DocRef produced many false positives. The tool's detection criterion is to check whether an API name is not in the latest library version and not declared in the documentation. Under that criterion, DocRef incorrectly identifies user-defined terms and other third-party API names as errors. For example, DocRef detects MongoDB, Neo4j, Heroku, Atomikos, Envers, and ManyToMany as errors. In addition, DocRef sometimes misclassifies text descriptions as code snippets and does not properly parse the misclassified descriptions. For that reason, DocRef may miss API names in the text descriptions (e.g., client. prepareSearch) and yield false negatives as well. We note that we excluded typos from the DocRef evaluation results.
AdDoc reported 96 outdated API names, 18 of which were true positives. AdDoc achieved 19% precision and 9% recall. Interestingly, while AdDoc yielded 100% precision for the Logback project, it yielded 0% precision for the Hibernate-orm project. The reason is that when detecting outdated API names, AdDoc links API names to the elements that have been deleted between two code releases and does not link API names to the elements in the latest version. For example, MyEntity is detected as an error for Hibernate-orm, but the named interface exists in the latest version. AdDoc is prone to false positives when developers maintain many elements with the same names across projects and libraries and repeatedly move classes from one package to another. Moreover, AdDoc produces false negatives because it uses a limited number of releases. We note that in our AdDoc experiment, we used multiple releases, on average 11±2.6. Still, the tool yielded the lowest recall value among the three methods.
FreshDoc reported 123 outdated API names, 97 of which were true positives. FreshDoc achieved 79% precision and 49% recall. Compared with DocRef, FreshDoc demonstrated a significantly higher precision, as shown in Figure 8 (a). The main reason for the high precision is the detection criterion of FreshDoc, which checks whether an API name has been declared in the past revision history of the source code but not in the latest library version. Thus, FreshDoc excludes library names, other API names outside the target library and any other user-defined terms.
FreshDoc also shows a significantly higher precision than does AdDoc. The reason is that FreshDoc also selects an appropriate qualified name, which exists through the latest version and its revisions, for an API name in documentation.
FreshDoc showed a slightly lower recall than DocRef did but a significantly higher recall than AdDoc did, as shown in Figure 8(b) . The main reason for the higher recall resides in the utilization of the entire software revision histories. The static analysis of code snippets and the selection of qualified names based on contextual information also help. When code snippets are extracted accurately, FreshDoc refers to the structural information extracted from revision histories. When the contextual information of API names in the documentation is sufficient to select an appropriate qualified name, FreshDoc selects the qualified name based on contextual information from both code snippets and text descriptions. Thus, although FreshDoc might misclassify text descriptions to code snippets, API names even in the misclassified descriptions can be identified. However, due to contextual selection, FreshDoc misses some outdated API names in documentation.
We characterize when FreshDoc works well. The tool works well when its target project has a long history of code revisions, code snippets are not classified into text descriptions, and the contextual information of API names in documentation is sufficient to select a qualified name. We also characterize when DocRef and AdDoc work better than FreshDoc. Thus, DocRef might work better when its target project has a short history of code revisions, and the documentation has well-defined rules, such as the autogenerated documentation by JavaDoc. In particular, when the target documentation does not contain many user-defined terms, the accuracy of DocRef would be higher. AdDoc might work better when API names are sufficiently unique to select qualified names by analyzing the differences between two releases, and the differences do not contain the cases in which the developers moved code elements from one package to another.
In summary, as shown in Figure 8 (c), FreshDoc yielded a higher detection accuracy (60% F-measure) than did AdDoc (12%) and DocRef (6%) when detecting outdated API names. This article has been accepted for publication in a future issue of this journal, but has not been fully edited. Content may change prior to final publication. 
Accuracy of Updating APIs
After detecting outdated API names in the documentation, the next task is to update the API names. Given the true positives of FreshDoc in Section 6.1, this section reports the accuracy of FreshDoc in updating outdated API names in documentation. We found that once outdated API names have been detected, the matched change rules will be correct. With the correct rules, all of the outdated API names are marked in the documentation. Therefore, the precision for RQ2 is 100%. This result guarantees that the outdated API names have not been updated with incorrect API names.
We then focused on how many of the outdated API names are updated with new API names. To that end, we refined the updates into simply deleted API names that have no new names (#D), the updated API names with new names based on change rules (#R) and the API names that have name suggestions based on heuristic rules (#S). Table 9 summarizes the results. For example, regarding 6 true positives (#TP), the Elasticsearch project contains 3 simply deleted API names (#D), 2 replaced (or renamed) API names (#R) and 1 API name that has suggestions (#S).
Of a total of 95 outdated API names (#TP), 61 API names (#D) were simply deleted (64%), 10 API names (#R) were updated with new API names (11%), and 24 API names (#S) have suggestions based on heuristic rules (25%). With regard to the replaced API names (#R), FreshDoc updates the outdated API names with new API names by using change rules. With regard to the API names that have suggestions (#S), FreshDoc applies a deletion mark and reports its suggestions. Five of the suggestions turned out to be false. The other 61 API names (#D) were simply deleted (64%). For the API names, FreshDoc simply applies a deletion mark. This update can indicate that the detected API names were simply deleted from the code. While this result does not guarantee that the updated text is workable, FreshDoc does inform readers that the updated text is outdated due to API deletion. Figure 9 and Figure 10 show examples of the updates made by FreshDoc in documentation. Figure 9 shows an update in the Elasticsearch document. FreshDoc detects the outdated API name AggregatorBuilder in a code snippet and suggests AggregationBuilder for the replacement of AggregatorBuilder. Figure 10 shows updates made to the Hibernate-orm document. FreshDoc suggests changing the name Synchronization to InvalidationSynchronization. The problem we found in these updates is that these documents were written in AsciiDoc. To resolve that issue, we wrapped the used HTML tags with the "+++" mark for AsciiDoc to include raw html. If there was a code block, we placed "[subs="quotes"]" before the block.
In summary, FreshDoc correctly updated 31% of the detected API names with new API names. The tool correctly updated 11% of the detected API names with change rules and suggested new names for 20% of the API names. FreshDoc also correctly marked all of the detected API names in the documentation.
FreshDoc vs. Human Updates
Based on the 73 API manual updates in Table 7 of Section 5.4.3, we compared the FreshDoc updates with manual updates. We found that the FreshDoc detected 60 of the 73 manual updates, as shown in Table 10 . We also found that 32 of the updates contained the new API names that replaced the outdated ones. Fifteen of them directly contained new APIs in the documentation, as shown in Figure 11 (b). Eleven of them were marked "Deleted", as shown in Figure 11 (d) but had new API suggestions in the generated report.
The comparison revealed the promising result that some of the automatic updates obtained using change rules are similar to human updates. Figure 11 illustrates this result. The manual update, shown in Figure 11 (a), replaces ExecutionContext with InterpretationContext. The FreshDoc update in Figure 11 (b) also shows that ExecutionContext has been replaced by InterpretationContext. The same result is obtained, but the manual update contains more changes. For example, the manual update additionally imports org.xml.sax.Locator, and the Action class extends ContextAwareBase. A change rule The manual update in Figure 11 (c) shows the replaced class, AvgAggregationBuilder. However, the FreshDoc update in Figure 11 (d) shows that MetricsAggregationBuilder has been deleted. Thus, the mechanism of using change rules fails to find the new API name to replace MetricsAggregationBuilder (cf. Section 4.5.2.1). In that case, the mechanism of using heuristic rules can work (cf. Section 4.5.2.2). Thus, the report generated by FreshDoc suggested AvgAggregationBuilder as the top-ranked recommendation to replace MetricsAggregationBuilder.
However, our suggestion technique based on the heuristic rules consistently recommends the correct new APIs. The six recommendations of the Hibernate-orm project do not include the correct new APIs.
In summary, FreshDoc detected 60 of the 73 manual updates (82%). FreshDoc also updated or suggested 32 of the 53 API names with new API names (60%). Of the 32 suggested APIs, 26 were correct (81%).
Developers' Feedback
We have reported 40 [61] . Another contributor responded, "Thanks. You're right. It was renamed from AutoConfigurationReport to ConditionEvaluationReport" [62] . Regarding the issue [63] in which we reported three outdated API names found in version 1.2.2, contributors discussed and added the updating tasks to their milestone for the next release. We finally reported four outdated API names found in version 2.0.0.M3 [64] . The contributors commented, "Looks like we missed these during the big web stack refactor," and then accepted two of them.
(3) Hibernate-orm project [39] : We posted, "Is jack-eventreg-example outdated?" in which we reported five outdated API names in the example and suggested new API names [65] . The corresponding contributor replied, "Looks such as you're correct." We also reported four outdated APIs in another issue report [67] . The contributors fixed all of them.
(4) Logback project [40] : We posted, "Docs: Are there outdated APIs (e.g., SocketRemote) in the site?", in which we reported four outdated API names including ExecutionContext of Figure 3 and suggested new API names [68] . A contributor fixed the outdated API names and asked, "Finding such stale references seems pretty difficult. How did you do it?" We also reported two additional outdated API names found in version 1.2.3. Contributors added the issue report to the milestone for version 1.3.0-alpha4 [69] .
Regarding the 10 unaccepted API names [63] [64] [66] , we found that four were incorrect [63] [64] . Contributors commented that one API name was still used and another was the name of a bean, not an API element [63] . The contributors also replied that one API name was not outdated and another had been relocated to another library [64] . When we reported six outdated API names, the contributors commented that the issue was no longer relevant because a new user guide had been rewritten from scratch [66] .
In summary, developers accepted 30 of the 40 suggestions (75%) made by FreshDoc and subsequently updated their documentation. Only 4 of the 40 suggestions turned out to be incorrect.
Performance
We measured the execution time of FreshDoc. Table 11 presents the execution time of FreshDoc with the systems. FreshDoc took 2 hours 18 minutes and 29 seconds with the Elasticsearch project and less than one hour with the other projects. Because the Elasticsearch project had the greater number of commits, the time needed by FreshDoc appears to be sensitive to the number of revisions.
As indicated in Section 4.2, we decided not to extract the entire source code from each revision and not to use natural language parsers. We observed that these factors negatively contributed to the performance of FreshDoc. For example, when we used existing call analysis approaches (e.g., HiMa [48] and AURA [49] ) that analyzed the entire version of a software system, we encountered crashes. To make an objective observation on the overhead, we implemented the checkout of the entire source code from each revision. We found that the simple checkout took 5 hours 24 minutes and 50 seconds. We also made Hunspell, a natural language parser adopted by DocRef, to analyze the documentation of each project. The analysis took 56 minutes and 51 seconds. The alternatives are estimated to take more than twice the time required by FreshDoc.
From our perspective, the execution time is sufficient for the FreshDoc application. Users can obtain the final report and the updated documentation at the end of execution. In addition, to reduce the execution time, we can identify additional approaches. Users can reuse the extracted change rules for updating different documentation and can also allow FreshDoc to incrementally extract change rules whenever a new code change is committed.
DISCUSSION
We discuss how FreshDoc can be used and applied. FreshDoc detects, reports and marks outdated API names in documentation. The report generated by FreshDoc reduces library developers' effort in updating the parts of the documentation by indicating where the outdated API names exist in the documentation. Additionally, the documentation with the outdated API names marked by FreshDoc helps application developers become aware of outdated API names in documentation and be cautious about the errors caused by the outdated API names. In addition, FreshDoc suggests new API names to replace outdated API names in documentation. Such suggestions reduce developers' efforts in finding new alternative API names.
The use of FreshDoc is not limited to developers' API references and updates in API documentation. For example, FreshDoc can help test engineers as follows. Consider a scenario in which a development team and a testing team are dedicated to a software project, and the development team requests the testing of the source code by passing the code and documentation to the testing team. When a test engineer receives the source code and the documentation describing it, the test engineer can prevalidate the outdated parts of the documentation and request the development team to correct them. Such corrections reduce test engineers' effort by avoiding the development of incorrect test cases with reference to outdated documentation.
FreshDoc can also be applied to the Q&A posts of StackOverflow. We verified that ability by applying FreshDoc to Q&A posts and posting our sample [70] . Marking outdated API names in the posts can help developers referring to these posts recognize the outdated API names in the question and answers and recognize invalid answers. Such recognition would prevent developers from consulting erroneous answers.
In addition, FreshDoc can help researchers collect data related to outdated API names. Once researchers find outdated API names with FreshDoc, it is easy to track down the discussions on the outdated API names. In fact, we found errors caused by outdated API names [24] Finally, our research can be extended in at least three new directions. First, our work can be extended to detect and update references to various changes to code (e.g., method parameter changes, exception handling changes, or inheritance relationship changes). Second, our research can be extended to other types of documentation. For example, a design document may not refer to exact API names, but it is likely to refer to similar terms used in creating API names. By tracing the relationships, it would be possible to detect outdated parts of the design document. Third, our work can also be extended to automatically update relevant code and test cases. [74] . However, these techniques are limited to recovering the missing parts of documentation with no capability of locating and updating outdated APIs. FreshDoc differs from these techniques in that it locates API errors and marks them in a given documentation.
RELATED WORK
Techniques in the second category detect errors in API [12] suggests documentation patterns based on the traceability between code and documentation. AdDoc reads two releases of source code and documentation, analyzes documentation patterns of the releases, identifies the differences and suggests documentation additions and deletions. In particular, the deletion algorithm, whose role is similar to that of FreshDoc, links the code terms in the later version of the documentation to code elements in the earlier version of the code. AdDoc then finds the links to the elements that are removed between the earlier and later versions of code and identifies the outdated APIs in the later version of documentation. However, AdDoc mainly focuses on the differences between two specific releases. Thus, AdDoc's applicability is also very restricted because it is based on two unrealistic assumptions, i.e., that the documentation and code have been synchronized in the previous release and that the differences between two releases are minor. In addition, AdDoc is prone to making incorrect links between APIs and code terms, especially when the APIs deleted between the releases have the same names as the APIs in the latest version. The code terms, which must be linked to the APIs in the latest version, are mistakenly linked to the deleted APIs with the same name. Unlike AdDoc, FreshDoc extracts all API names from the entire software revision histories, including the latest version, and selects the most appropriate API name to be linked to a code term in documentation.
In the same category, Baker links StackOverflow posts to API documentation [42] . Baker inputs the posts, constructs a partial abstract syntax tree from code snippets, and identifies the qualified names for the code-like terms by traversing the AST. Baker then pairs the code-like terms in code snippets in StackOverflow with the qualified API names in API documentation. However, Baker is limited to adding the links of code examples to the API documentation, leaving the following question unanswered: What if APIs are deleted or renamed? Moreover, Baker must wait until users upload examples to StackOverflow to add new links of examples. FreshDoc does not require waiting for user-provided examples.
In contrast, our work could be related to call analysis between releases [47] [48] [49] as well as the transformation of code changes [76] [77] . First, to analyze call changes, SemDiff [47] and AURA [49] analyze two releases of a software system. However, these approaches yield inaccurate change rules [47] [48] . HiMa [48] analyzes all of the releases from a revision history. While HiMa yields a higher accuracy, it suffers from performance issues, such as crashes, while analyzing dozens of versions of systems. The reason for these crashes is that HiMa requires the entire code of each release to extract the qualified names of the called APIs. [48] . Our work differs from the reported study in that our call analysis analyzes only the changes between two revisions. Second, to transform code changes, LASE transforms code changes from one code example to another [76] . LASE extracts edit operations (i.e., insert, delete, move and update) from an example and applies the operations to another. Likewise, MUSE extracts code examples of a library from its clients, selects representative examples and augments JavaDoc with those examples [77] . FreshDoc differs from these methods in that it mines API implementation changes in revision histories and locates and derives the API updates to synchronize the documentation to the latest APIs of a given library.
Taken together, none of the techniques in these three categories mark outdated API names in documentation and suggest the latest APIs for replacing outdated APIs. Moreover, FreshDoc can detect outdated API names in documentation with a significantly higher accuracy than that achieved by DocRef and AdDoc.
THREATS TO VALIDITY
The manual investigation of the results of FreshDoc may raise threats to internal validity. To mitigate the subjectivity of our investigation, we inspected the differences between two API implementation versions and analyzed the associated code and change histories. We also asked project developers for confirmation. Another threat is the versions of DocRef and AdDoc that we used in this work, which may yield a higher or lower detection accuracy than the original versions reported in [2] [12] . To mitigate the differences between the original and the reimplemented versions, we implemented all rules identified in the papers [2] [12] . It should also be noted that the false positives arose not from the implementation details but from the characteristics of DocRef and AdDoc. For example, DocRef identifies user-defined terms as APIs, which leads to false positives. AdDoc identifies the elements removed between two releases as outdated APIs. When the latest release has code elements with the same names as the removed elements, AdDoc yields false positives.
The selection of all target projects from the GitHub site may trigger threats to external validity. We alleviate the threats by selecting large-sized systems with objective selection criteria. Another concern is that systems for evaluation may have been used as part of the FreshDoc development. We clarify that we used the Elasticsearch project for verifying each phase of the FreshDoc approach but did not use the other projects for that purpose; moreover, the differences in accuracy between the four projects were not significant. FreshDoc was applied to the manually written API documentation of a Java project. Although such a project has a different format of documentation from those of the projects used in our evaluation, FreshDoc can still be applied to detect outdated APIs. Nevertheless, some customization could help update outdated APIs in that format and maintain the same level of update accuracy. For example, setting a particular document delimiter can help distinguish code snippets from text descriptions (Section 4.4.1). Additionally, establishing the pattern of a qualifier for a project can narrow down the candidate API names (Section 4.5.1.4). Finally, setting addition and deletion marks can be customized according to the documentation format (Section 4.5.2.1). The customization effort is small in applying FreshDoc to other projects that maintain manually written documentation.
CONCLUSION
This paper describes FreshDoc, a novel method for the detection and updating of outdated API names in documentation. FreshDoc extracts change rules from software revision histories, finds the outdated API names in documentation and updates them with the change rules. We evaluated FreshDoc with the API documentation of four open source projects. Our evaluation results show that FreshDoc automatically identified outdated API names in documentation with 79% precision and 49% recall and can correctly update 31% of the outdated API names with new API names. In addition, in an evaluation with ground truths, which were found in the documentation revisions, FreshDoc could identify 82% of the manual updates and update 35% of them with correct new names. In addition, the outdated API names found by FreshDoc were reported as issues, 75% of which were subsequently accepted and fixed by developers. The FreshDoc tool and our evaluation results are available at https://figshare.com/articles/ FreshDoc Package_zip/7012220 [57] and the FreshDoc code can be found at https://bitbucket.org/docupdater/ freshdoc.
In the future, we will improve FreshDoc as follows. First, to increase the accuracy of API detection, we will develop a more systematic mechanism that goes beyond heuristic rules. For example, when extracting code snippets as discussed in Section 4.4.1, we developed a metric based on several heuristic rules. However, if code snippets are classified as text descriptions, there could be a risk that the structural information might be ignored, and the outdated API names in the code snippets might not be detected. We can apply a classification technique to reduce the risk. Second, to improve the precision of API updates, we will expand our set of change rules. For example, as discussed in Section 6.2, 61 of 95 outdated API names were regarded as simply deleted API names and were not updated with new names. We suspect that our set of change rules is not sufficiently comprehensive to update all outdated API names, and we hope to develop a more thorough list of change rules. It would be possible to study more complex change patterns based on developers' behaviors. In addition, one-to-many and many-to-many change rules should be addressed. Based on these change rules, more appropriate lists of updates and recommendations could be revealed. Third, because we focused on API name updates in this paper, we plan to expand FreshDoc to update parameter values. Research on parameter recommendations has already begun but is currently limited to recommending parameters in code [78] [79] . We are studying an automatic technique for updating the parameter values of API calls according to their parameter changes. Fourth, we would also like to apply the updates to the application code. In that case, the updated code should not have any compile or runtime errors, which is a challenge. Finally, we plan to integrate our tool with SCM tools for continuous API updates.
